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Dynamic and workflow-driven, the Beyontec Suite meets all the specific
requirements of a Life Insurance Company. It enables effective administration
and management of a great range of life insurance products for individual and
group policyholders. The Suite will help you streamline your business processes,
improve customer service, ensure regulatory compliance, and manage your
distribution channels.

The Beyontec Suite drives life insurance processing and transactions
dynamically with:
•

An integrated platform for various products and classes of life insurance

•

A business-rules engine that drives coverage types, commissions, fees
and taxes, premium-calculation rules, and more

•

Simplified configuration and set-up that minimize the launch period and
reduce dependency on IT support

•

Well-defined workflows for all the steps of underwriting, policy issuance,
underwriting, administration, and claims management

•

Customer-centricity, giving you a single view of each policyholder,
including personal details, policies, claims, and receipts

•

Multi-language and multi-currency support

•

Web portals for easy access for agents and distributors, as well as
customer self-service.

Greater Responsiveness
The Beyontec Suite lets you quickly configure new products, respond to
new market opportunities, and modify existing products and procedures
to ensure their competitiveness. It also ensures scalability to accommodate
the growth of your business.

FUNCTIONALITY
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Claims

Reinsurance
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Whole Life
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INDEPENDENT GROUP

PRODUCT CONFIGURATOR, RULE AND VERIFICATION ENGINE

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
Brokers, Agents, Direct Sales, Portals

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT,
ACCOUNTS,
MIS.

The Suite‘s fully integrated, modular components can be used independently
or collectively, enabling you to select the functionality you need to manage
your products — from traditional life insurance such as term or whole life, to
unit-linked, retirement, or living benefit products like critical illness or
long-term care.

Its flexible product configurator lets you create specific products to satisfy your
policyholders’ needs and adapt to market challenges. You can define various
types of products, depending on policy participation in investment-profit
distributions. And you can also define loan-linked products
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Flexible Underwriting

The Beyontec Suite automates your underwriting process from point-of-sale
data capture to quotation and policy issuance. And it provides complete policy
administration.

The Suite’s underwriting capabilities:
•

Reduce new-business processing time

•

Ensure eﬀective collection of customer information online and oﬄine
through data upload

•

Provide easy integration with client systems for information exchange

•

Combine all business rules, including the pricing engine, compliance
verifications, and fee and commission computations

•

Track all policies and endorsements.

Comprehensive Functionality
The Beyontec Suite provides all of the functional capabilities required to
process and administer life insurance. Those capabilities include:

Claims management that covers all claims-related activities from
initiation and estimating to payments and accumulation, giving
you these benefits:
•

Reduced turn-around time

•

Increased customer satisfaction

•

Reduced processing and maintenance costs

•

Validations against policy, product, and cover
configurations.

Channel and third-party management that enables you to
efficiently add sales and distribution channels and to manage
them effectively. It lets you:
•

Deﬁne and organize various multi-level relationships

•

Set and track complex sales targets, compensation, and
incentives

•

Reduce operational and running costs

•

Automate channel administration and performance
management

•

Create separate portals for brokers and other third parties
for data entry and query.

Complete reinsurance, supporting all activities from
defining treaties through ceding risk, from FAC RI and
recalculation on endorsements to providing exhaustive
information to the reinsurer. It also supports Proportional
and Non-proportional treaties.

Frugal finance from the Accounting Module that’s fully
integrated with Underwriting, Claims, and Reinsurance to give
you the following benefits:
•

On-line, batch-processing, and retention of all
transactions in a centralized database

•

Conﬁgurable accounts set-up

•

Multi-currency support

•

Coverage of all accounting activities, including GL, AP/AR,
reconciliation, and budgeting.

Exhaustive reporting, with reporting and querying functionalities that allow you
to generate multi-purpose and ad-hoc reports. The Suite can be integrated with
any report-writing tool for your convenience.

About Us
Beyontec is dedicated to the insurance industry. Our
management team has more than 100 years of collective
experience developing software for the insurance industry and
has been involved in more than 200 insurance-system
implementations globally, with more than 75
in the Middle East.

To find out how we can help you optimize your
insurance processes — and to see the other lines of business
managed by the Beyontec Suite, please visit beyontec.com,
write to us at sales@beyontec.com, or call us at
+97145148451 or +971528927777.

If you haven’t seen the
Beyontec Suite, you haven’t
found the right software.
Call us today. We’ll be happy
to give you demo any time
you like.
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